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1: First French Kiss: And Other Traumas by Adam Bagdasarian
Each story seems like a memoir -- whether of a knock-down-drag-out fight, which was all the author expected it to be, or
of the titular First French Kiss, which wasn't. A nominee for the Young Readers Choice Award.

We were at a park infront of his favourite beach on a really warm night. Ah his lips were soft and warm and
then we just sorta started making out it was incredible. Daisy My first make out was at my friends partyâ€¦
With his cousin. Kiss kid My first make out, was with my cousins best mateâ€¦. And I went down stairs to
answer a call, and he followed me, my cousin has stairs in his room to an attic, and my cousin was in the attic,
and I went down to his bedroom to answer the call, my bf followed me, and I ended the call. He grabbed me
by the waist and pulled me closer to him, and I put my arms round his neck and we kissed, and we pulled
away, and looked at eachother then he kissed my neck and cheek and we started making out, and our tongues
were touching and playing around, it felt amazing. Then he started pulling me closer and moving his hands
around my body, and he pulled me onto the bed with him, and I was on top of him, and we made out for about
5 minutes, it just felt amazing! Jess Okay so my first kiss: His older brother is finishing school this year but
hes so cute n he knows I hav a crush on him. I was alone with him last week and he kissed me and toled me he
wanted to see me naked and he took my clothes off. I was so worried tht sum1 mite walk in. But he said no
one wud be back so soon. He said tht even tho I wus so young he liked me and called me cute. I dunno I liked
him going down on me but I got scard wen he got on top of me. He prolly thought I wus scard but it felt good.
It was so weird and it went on foreva. He kept askin me if I wus cummin and if it felt good. I didnt no what 2
say. I just kept sayin yes!! It felt great in me and we just made out an hour ago. Liberty I have two stories to
tell about my makeouts. The first was with a boyfriend and the other was with friend. The first one I was in
8th Grade and it was with my boyfriend. It was around 10pm and we were outside and I was telling him bye. It
was a beautiful night with the stars and the moon out. My last kiss was with a friend I had from another
country. I had a big crush on him and he was always talking to me and always there for me. Well one day on
March 17, of a Saturday, my parents were out of town and I invited him over to hang out. After he got there, i
went to get something from my room and he walked in and we ended up laying on my bed just talking and he
touched my lips very softly and leaned in slowly and we started making out. He left a few months later adn I
never got to say good-bye: But I do miss him. My first make out was with a guy, at a picnic. It was around
midnight and the stars looked great. Then he had said something like i love you then I turned my head and he
started making out with me. So I put my hands in his hair and started playing with it and he did the same.
Then his tongue touched my lips and inmmediatly we began french kissing. We did not do it we just made out.
I was in the car with my boyfriend and he had pulled up to this great view and stuff. So I look at his and he
bights his lip, which so turned me on. BUt anyway he looked at me and started leaning in so I did to and
before you knew it we were making out. His tongue was so soft and passionate. It was really nice. So me and
my boyfriend were working on a project together for school and the funny thing was it was for health class
and we were studying boys and girls you know. Since we were on his bed doing out project he shoved all of
the work on the floor and I laid down on his bed while he was on top me. He was such a great kisser I never
wanted it to end. I was walking home from school and my boyfriends wanted to walk with me so we were
walking and talking when all of the sudden he pecks my lips with a kiss. I was so shocked I smiled a bit. I
could feel the blush rising in my face. Then he pushed me up against the wall and we started making out.
Thank the lord no one passed by but it was really nice and we made out for about thirty minutes straight until
my phone rang. It was my mom wondering where I was. We were sitting in his room, quiet as he packed his
bag that he was to take with him to Basic the very next day. When he got done packing his bag he lied down
on the floor, tired from running around all day. After a few minutes I got up off my little corner on his bed and
lied beside him, grabbing his hand. He smiled at me. Before I knew it we moved from the floor to the bed.
Making out one moment, and laughing together like dorks the next, we spent the next hour and a half lying
together. My first makeout session and it was so awesome. He plays in a band so he grabed his gutair and told
me to follow him. So I did he played his gutair whiel I read my book. I kinda got scared because he did iy
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agressivly and I looked at him he had this evil grin on his face. Tjen he grabed me and pulled me in real close
then he kissed me I tryed backimg away but he said,where r u goin so I stayed there so he kissed me again
then it happeed I started kissing him back and it went to the point of his hands explpring. The thing is I barely
knew him but its funny because I look back to that day and laugh because the day after we started dating. We
went to Moab and had lots of fun: D at nights i would sleep on the top bunk of his trailer with his sister and he
would sleep on the bottom bunk. The last night we were there everyone went to bed early, We had a movie
going when he tells me to come lay by him. I crawled off my bed and went and laid by him. We laid there for
a while when he grabbed my chin and pulled my face torwards him. We started passionately making out it was
great: Bbygurl Wow britt My first makeout was better than I expected. Eve though I had no idea what i was
doing, it was really nice.
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2: How to Write a Kissing Scene | HobbyLark
Read Excerpt. First French Kiss. I had been looking forward to the party for nine days. It was Maggie's party, and I liked
Maggie, and, according to the notes she wrote me, she liked me too.

SexObsessed Collection of Lesbian-based short stories Rated: Her First Time Michelle was a senior in high
school with a gorgeous boyfriend and the best friends in the world. But lately, a certain new girl had been
causing her to have mixed feelings. Sharon had long wavy blond hair, a cute face, and an amazing body. The
fact that Michelle noticed her body was the confusing feelings part. While home alone one day, Michelle
decided on just listening to music in her room. She heard the doorbell ring and when she went to open the
door, she found Sharon standing on her doorstep. Sharon entered, dressed in a jean skirt, heels, and a button up
shirt that revealed a lot of cleavage and her belly button ring. She smiled at Michelle as the girl closed the
door. My parents are out of town for the night anyways so we can hang in their room and watch TV. Sharon
leaned towards Michelle and placed her hand on her leg, massaging it. Michelle immediately started freaking
out, especially since she was wearing a skirt. I see the way you look at me at school. She had to force herself
to not let her eyes close. She immediately grabbed one of her breasts, massaging it. Sharon continued to suck
hard on it, flicking her tongue over the tip a few times. This was driving Michelle crazy. She started to moan
and groan, loving the feeling of Sharon sucking on her nipple. She soon realized that Sharon wanted her skirt
off though and quickly pushed it down to her knees. I am," she stuttered nervously. She smiled, moving her
fingers up and down over the center, pushing one of her fingers inside slightly a couple times. Michelle
shakily opened her mouth, the feeling down in her womanhood overwhelming. Sharon smiled into the kiss
when Michelle pushed her waist forward into her fingers. She tilted her head to the side and opened her mouth
wider in order to deepen the kiss, her fingers moving double time. She started to shake and move her hips a
bit, unable to focus on the kiss anymore. She got up onto her knees and crawled around so that she was in
front of Michelle. She then moved forward and slowly lowered her head. She had never had a girl even touch
her in her private area before and now she was scared. N-" Michelle cut herself off by rolling off of the bed
and pulling her shirt down over her waist. She walked up to Michelle, who in turn took a few steps back but
was stopped by the wall. She laid down once again and hesitantly spread her legs, her entire body quivering in
anticipation. She tipped her head back, feeling as if she was about to explode. She bit down a few times on the
flaps of skin to the sides before resuming the heavy licking. Soon Sharon was moaning along with Michelle,
feeling herself get wet. Michelle was moaning and groaning herself, her eyes squeezed shut. Take off
everything so we can really get down to business. She kept her legs closed, afraid that she would have another
orgasm from just leaving them open. Sharon crawled up over Michelle, placing her hands on the bed beside
her. She planted butterfly kisses all the way down to her stomach and then back up. Suck on my breasts," she
said suddenly. Sharon quickly unbuttoned the rest of her shirt. She tossed it to the side and soon her bra was
off as well, revealing her large plump breasts and hardened nipples. She stuck two of her fingers in, almost
ready to fall over from the way Michelle was sucking on her nipple. Sharon quickly slipped out of her skirt,
revealing the dildo she was wearing. You had that on the whole time? Michelle gasped, not realizing that
Sharon was going to move so fast. Sharon pulled back out a little and then slowly pushed her hips forward
again, this time putting in all of the dildo. She reached up to grab the headboard to steady herself. It was huge
and it hurt a little. But more than that, Michelle just wanted to be fucked mercilessly which was exactly what
Sharon had in mind. I can do that. She moved as fast as she could, going in and out double time. After a while,
Michelle started to moan and groan. The dildo felt so good inside of her. Sharon was pumping as hard and fast
as she could, her hips bucking so hard she knew her legs would be sore when this was over. They continued
for over five minutes. Michelle nodded, beads of sweat on her forehead. She lowered herself down on top of
Michelle and slipped one hand down around her back, the other moving up between their bodies to massage
her breast. They made-out for a few minutes, just running their hands all over each other until they were
satisfied. Then, they re-dressed and Michelle walked Sharon to the door. Michelle giggled, pulling out of the
kiss. Your review has been posted.
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3: My First Make Out Session - www.enganchecubano.com | www.enganchecubano.com
By turns witty, ridiculous, and poignant (the stories about Bagdasarian's much beloved father are among the more
touching pieces) First French Kiss is a short, sweet collection that teenagers of all ages will read with pleasure and
recognition.

Why have I never read anything by Adam Bagdasarian before? Has he written anything else? HumorFirst
French Kiss and Other Traumas is a delightfully entertaining book about one boys life and his adventures
through childhood and adolescence. The story is written in the voice of a boy named Will, as he recounts his
childhood "traumas" that seem to him to be both major and minor incidents. The book has both a humorous
tone as well as a more serious tone at times, as he explai This book is told in short stories. Some are sad, some
made me laugh out loud, but all are honest and well done. A quick, but worthy read. Dardenitaaa Damn, this
book rendered me awestruck. Patti Sabik A quick short story collection about growing up male in California.
While parts were somewhat humorous mostly crude bodily function humor , most of the stories were poignant
insights to what most of us face and somehow endure in adolescence. Meredith A collection of short stories of
the "traumatic" events of the teen years, this was a great book for personal narrative instruction Mark
Banaszak Used a couple of the stories as anchor texts in Lucy Calkins Units of Study and read the others. Kids
loved these stories as read-alouds, although the title they find awkward. The book was by Adam Bagdasrian.
An his out look on his life into adulthood. About his time in life were he started to see clear. Okay the book
first start off with the the title first french kiss. Who was the prettiest in sixth grade. How he an she were in
love with each other. So when her party What to say about this book? It seemed to be a collection of short
memories in a fictional "autobiography" by Will. What I discovered as I read was a real genius approach to
their telling. The narrator recounts numerous "firsts" in his life: However as the book progresses, the narrator
who seems very immature at the beginning of the book, comes of a I do like the idea of the author telling his
life adventures of his childhood, while occasionally adding an exaggeration or twist to the story Vicky del Rio
I think that the First French Kiss was a good book because it tells you about kids in middle school and their
kisses. I thought it was very specific about the authors life. I recommened this book to all middle school
students and maybe year old. If I was a teacher i would read this to my students because I think they wold
enjoy it, maybe I would read thus to my brothers or sisters. Emily Jardine Burdette I forced my book club to
read this hilarious adolescent lit memoir, and no one liked it as much as I did. I read this book with my seventh
and eighth grade students and it was a hit! The kids were laughing out loud as we read several of the chapters.
Adam Bagdasarian really captures junior high and all its pain. I love this book! Maria Dudley I use this with
my older students. The vocabulary and sentence structure is a bit over-the-heads of younger elementary
students, and the title is a bit provocative. Some of the stories are funny, and some sad, but the writing is so
good. A nominee for the Young Readers Choice Award. Cheri Loved these short stories! Only these stories
are designed for young adults. Very funny stories about family and friends. Sara This really surprised me. It is
a compelling "memoir" of sorts that catapults you directly into the mind of an adolescent male. Great for read
alouds! Jessica With a title like that, I thought it would be really funny. It was a quick read and fairly boring,
but light. He mentions in the book that his dad dies, but there is a total lack of emotion involved in that so I
wondered if it was a joke or for real. Christina Great collection of short stories. I enjoyed the stories and many
of them fit of the coming of age theme. My middle school students will definitely enjoy these. My favorite
story was "First French Kiss. Maybe because it was from the point of view of an adult, or a boy. One of the
only stories I only liked was about one of his girlfriends. I think this is a good book, just not very relate-able
for me. Rebecca There are certain parts of this memoir that are so well-written that you can feel the emotion.
Yet, I often found myself caught in a repetition of the same syntactical tricks. It felt amateurish to me. Hannah
Goodman I enjoyed this and thought the structure was unusual. Ashley CompNtBkBorrowed from library.
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4: My Magical First Real Kiss , short story by SynethGurl
But the story at the heart of the complaint was the first short story, "First French Kiss," which has the same title as the
book. The page story describes the character's humorous narrative of.

A A A Icomment on It was during the summer that my friend, Jason, and I were just being lazy, just sitting
around the house. Usually, we would usually do this all the time and all day, but today was different. Jason
had been acting odd all, odder than usual. You see, we had been best friends since elementary school when I
had moved to Maryland from Pennsylvania. We had met in lunch, when I had still been new. My natural black
hair and tiny was uncommon in the country side we were in, and thus I was not much liked in the school.
Nonetheless he sat with me and we talked. Years later, as sophomores in high school, we had still been
friends. Though he was one of the most popular kids, as well as very intelligent and good looking, he would
defend me, a lowly student just trying to pass life by, and come to my aid whenever needed. I had been locked
in my room for hours, ignoring all knocks on my door by anyone, friends or family. I finally calmed down
around six or seven and started drawing a picture of a heart in-between two lovers. As I drew, I noticed that
the woman was me, at second glance the man looked oddly familiar. As I was contemplating why I had drawn
the picture, there was a knock on my window. I hid the drawing under my pillow and went to the window and
opened it for Jason. His lips met mine with a smack, and I quickly realized he was kissing me. As our lips
parted, I realized both of us were blushing. He simply turned and climbed back out of my window, leaving me
standing there astonished. I finally found my bearings and ran out the door to follow him. I stalked him to an
old meadow he usually went to in order to think and followed him to the middle. It was getting dark and I
tripped on a root, causing him to turn around in surprise and run in order to catch me. We looked at each other
and realized, at last, that we were, and had been for some time, in love. We inched forward slowly like in one
of those cheesy and closed our eyes as our lips touched once more. As we grew older you grew even more
beautiful, and I knew. Knew that I was falling for you. Trinity, I love you. Next thing I knew we were both
back at my house, talking about our feelings. I knew by then that I loved him too. He asked me out the next
morning and we dated for two years. Our senior year was the greatest year of my life. It was the year my Jason
got down on one knee and asked my hand in marriage. It was then that I knew, no matter how small or
meaningless you may seem or feel, everyone has a chance in love. And it all started with my first kiss.
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5: www.enganchecubano.com: Customer reviews: First French Kiss: and other traumas
MY first kiss/french kiss/make-out! Crash and the rest of the girls over at her place who are blogging across America
totally PEER PRESSURED me to tell my First Kiss story so I'm totally blushing right now, but I don't want to be the Party
Pooper.

But oh, this book just stole my attention and resisted to be put Damn, this book rendered me awestruck. But
oh, this book just stole my attention and resisted to be put off for later. And okay, I saw it: Years and years of
days. Days like balls of gum. Days of trees and sky and faces and food. The same trees, the same sky, the
same faces, the same food. And the sameness enraged me because there was no escape from it, no alternative
to it, nothing to do but sleep and submit. The book is a faux autobiography of the odd, melancholic childhood
recollections of Will. I adored his line of thoughts, his profound way of looking at things, with a frighteningly
striking semblance to that of my own. He imagines fictional people and their fictional lives and have fictional
conversations with them. Say for instance, here are his ramblings on the injustices of middle school
popularity: I gazed at Sean and the rest of the popular boys in bewildered admiration. It seemed like only
yesterday that we had all played kickball, dodgeball, and basketball together; and then one morning I awoke to
find that this happy democracy had devolved into a monarchy of kings and queens, dukes and duchesses, lords
and ladies. It did not take a genius to know that, upon the continent of this playground, the two Allans and I
were stable boys. I had been resigned to my rank for many months, but now, looking at the two Allans still
arguing over the same three leaf clover , then at the popular boys, I suddenly knew that I could not stand
another day at the bottomâ€”I wanted to be part of the noise and the laughter; I wanted, I needed to be popular.
Being ten years old, I did not question this ambition; bit I did wonder how on earth I was going to realize it.
Though I only stood twenty yards away from the heart of the kingdom, I felt a thousand miles removed from
the rank and prestige of its citizens. How could I bridge such a gap, knowing I might be stared at, or laughed at
or belittled to a speck so small that I could no longer be seen by the naked eye? And oh, he knows it well. And
so hilarious at so many levels. What I did do was watch her run into the house. I smiled because I had stood
my ground because I had had the strength and character to look a girl in the eye and break up with her. So
proud was I of my achievement, so sure was I of my irresistible attraction to women that ten minutes later I
went back to the party found Ellen Weitzman, and asked her to go steady. And you know what hit home?
Sure, at one point in his short-lived popularity, he became the heartthrob hotshot and all that. Sometimes
something will happen in town or at the office, and instead of yelling about that, I yell about the carrots or the
plates or something else. And all at once you see everythingâ€”you see what it all means. The wave can break
you like a match stick, and there are waves after this wave, higher and stronger, to break you apart and banish
you to a vast unknown. And it shuts off and you are alright again. As fast as it started, it stops. And your eyes
are dry and you are smiling. You think everything is alright again. And that, my friends, is the definition of a
great fiction heroâ€”I hated him, loved him, saw myself in him, desired to get to know him and wanted to be
like him, too.
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6: Creative and Romantic Kissing Stories
An autobiographical short-story collection from Bagdasarian (Forgotten Fire, ) chronicles his childhood and
www.enganchecubano.com and impressionistic, this collection is arranged not chronologically, but in units of
remembrance, each section beginning with a brief introduction that gives the reader a sense of the coming portion's
texture and concerns.

Source How to Write a Kissing Scene in 5 Simple Steps If you want to learn how to write a kissing scene for a
romance novel or other work of fiction, you must first understand the motivation. The act of kissing arises
from an uncontrollable desire on the part of the two characters about whom you are writing. This is the very
fact you must also communicate to your reader, and not too subtly, so that they may truly enjoy your kissing
scene. Imagine if a man you had never seen before, and to whom you were NOT attracted in the least, walked
up and laid a big fat kiss on you. Would it inspire you and turn you on, or would it disgust and embarrass you?
If they do not feel the same feelings your feel, then your kissing scene is going to flop. Mood Make sure the
reader can see where your characters are. My examples are purposely short, but feel free to add tons of
description, dialogue to your own scenes. The hot sun beat down on them, reflecting off the white sand and
half blinding Miranda. Ken grabbed her by the hand and sprinted for a clump of palm trees near the cliffs,
about ten yards away. The sand was blistering their feet. Proximity Put your characters in close proximity, and
get their hearts racing! Rarely will a character just grab someone and kiss them with no buildup. You need to
get them agitated and push them up close to each other, get them anxious, make them feel awkward. Danger
also works well, but not for every story. It helps me to think of the kiss as an inevitable consequence of the
situation rather than a conscious choice. Two people have been forced together and made to acknowledge their
desires. In the example of our friends on the beach, the awkward situation comes once they reach the shade.
Miranda and Ken were both panting once they reached the trees. They fell down together into the powdery
sand, wallowing and clutching at each other, laughing like giddy grade-schoolers. It made her self-conscious,
but she was unable to look away once their eyes had met. Your job is to point out a few sexy things they
notice about each other, and make their bodies respond in some of the ways I just mentioned. Describe it in
detail as it happens. His tanned skin and golden-green eyes, the sprinkling of freckles across his nose and
sandy blond hair were to die for. She let her gaze slip lower, to the rest of his body she had seen a thousand
times, but which seemed so utterly different today. What was she doing? Ken was her best friend. No way
should she have been noticing how his abs rippled down into the waistband of his swim trunks. Some little
something sets it off. A thought, a gesture, a word. The first three steps were setting it up, and the fourth is the
moment of truth. Remember, something sets it off, and then it just happens. But Ken caught her hand in his
just before she touched him, startling her. When she looked into his eyes once again, his expression was
intense, almost threatening. For a moment, Miranda thought maybe he was angry, but before she could ponder
it further, he yanked her to him and covered her mouth with his in a hungry kiss. She responded immediately,
surprising herself. His mouth was so warm, the caress of his lips softer than she could have imagined. He
tasted tentatively with his tongue, and Miranda opened her mouth with a low moan. That was your goal in
writing a kissing scene. You can almost pat yourself on the back, but not quite. Because, what happens now?
You could have them continue on, deepening the kiss, adding in some heavy petting, and perhaps going "all
the way. One good way is to have someone or something interrupt. He jumped up off the sand and started
pacing back and forth with his hands on his hips. She was afraid of seeming too eager or disappointed.
Dialogue If you would like to add more dialogue to your scene, just play the scene out in your head as you
should be doing anyway, like a daydream , and imagine what your couple might say to each other. What
would you like to have said to you? What comments might hurt your feelings or confuse you? When in doubt,
say it out loud. Does it sound silly? Try to be informal without relying too much on slang or trying to do
accents. Practice this method by writing each of your kissing scenes in five distinct pieces, just as I did in my
examples. You can always cut later. At a Glance I recommend copying the following 5 pieces of a kissing
scene as follows onto an index card or printing them out for reference while you work: Make sure the reader
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can see where your characters are. Put your characters in awkwardly close proximity, and get their hearts
racing! Make them notice something intriguing, and react to it mentally and physically. They need to either
get a room, or get back to the plot.
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7: Adam Bagdasarian (Author of Forgotten Fire)
Best Answer: Hi SD, Story of my first french kiss? Well, I was a very timid guy all throughout high school and my first few
years in college. Went on a few dates after high school, but never passionately kissed a girl; nor had a GF until my
senior year in college.

In fact, according to her notes, she liked me first, Dale Koenig second, and Wayne Ratner third. I had been
first ever since I lost my footing on the library stairs and slid headfirst across the hall floor into a wall. This
meant a great deal because Maggie Mann was the most desirable girl in the sixth grade. No one knew exactly
why this was so, yet all a twelve-year-old boy had to do was stand next to her for five or ten seconds before he
realized that subtle and mysterious forces were clouding his mind and making it impossible for him to breathe.
On the night of the party I combed and recombed my hair seven times before deciding that I had problem hair
and would probably have to wear a hat for the rest of my life. I checked my face for blemishes and any sign of
possible beard activity, gave up, slapped myself twice to bring the color to my cheeks, took a last look in the
mirror, and decided that the overall impression, except for the hair, was just about perfect. While my mother
drove me to the party, the evening ahead appeared to me in a series of inspiring images. This, I knew, was
going to be a memorable night: While the rest of my peers groped fruitlessly with their inhibitions, Maggie
and I would be setting the emotional and romantic standards for generations of sixth graders to come. First we
would dance, and then she would tell me she loved me or liked me a lot. Or something like that. Just before
the door opened, I checked my zipper. Mann," I said, wondering yet again how a girl as remarkable as Maggie
could have a mother as matronly as Mrs. When I entered the living room, I surveyed the scene derisively. The
first person I looked for was Maggie. Because we had been communicating mostly by note for the last nine
days and had not spent much time face-to-face, I found myself becoming a little nervous as she approached. I
reminded myself that she was already mine and that there was nothing more to prove. This thought helped
restore my pulse rate and blood pressure to almost normal. Just the sight of her took my breath away. Have
you tried the onion dip? Then, remembering that this was my night and that I could do no wrong, I added,
"Will you save the first slow dance for me? I could tell by the way she said it that it was a special yes, but
before I could savor my conquest, I was surrounded by friends and followers. I had set the first record of
fifteen seconds the year before. You can ask her. I walked with her across the floor, put my arm around her
waist, took her right hand in my left, and began to melt. Never before had I held anyone so warm or so soft.
Never before had a body conformed so perfectly to mine. Halfway into the song, Maggie laid her head on my
shoulder, and my head became light and all the colors in the room began to grow warm and dusky. When the
song ended, I looked at her. There was nothing to say, nothing to even try to say, so I smiled and she smiled
and we separated to different parts of the party. After my head cleared, I began to feel as confident and
masterful as I had ever felt in my life. Maggie was mine -- her face, hair, lips, arms, hands, voice, and magic
were mine, and I felt as though I were hovering five or ten feet above the rest of my peers. Satisfied, I retired
to a neutral corner of the room to bask in my well-being. Unfortunately, I was again surrounded by friends and
followers.
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8: The story of my first "French kiss" : fffffffuuuuuuuuuuuu
"My first kiss was a rehearsal stage kiss (lol) in the high school band room, with a few students and my Drama teacher
watching. I was 17 and felt super awkward about never being kissed before.

We were in his office when he closed d lights nd asked me for a hug. After giving me a real tight hug he
kissed me on my cheek. I was totally blank dat time. And d next day he kissed me on my lips, dat was d best
nd d first kiss of my life. I still cherish dat moment. Annie I was at a bonfire the night before fourth of July
with a group of friends. The whole group except for me, my best friend, and my guy friend went down the
beach a ways to play volleyball. Both times we were awkwardly interrupted. Once by another one of our
friends and the other time by my grandma yeah it was awkward! So my best friend left to go bring her sister
her phone so it was just us. We both got up and walked into these junglely looking trees with a big carved tiki.
I was leaning down trying to read what people had carved into the tiki and stood up and he was just staring
into my eyes. Slowly he moved in and gently kissed me. Not full on making out or anything, just lips. It was
really amazing but kinda awkward too. It was just warm and tight and meaningful! As we slowly pulled apart
one of my friends came out of seriously nowhere and started yelling about the food being ready and we were
kinda shocked back into reality. My friend gave me a shove, so we were standing pretty close together, it was
kind of awkward. My friends left us alone and I knew something was up. And I was wondering if you would
like to be my girlfriend? He grabbed my hips and pulled me in closer to him, he looked Ito my eyes for a long
time, then looked at my lips, and my eyes again. Then we both went on and did a soft, romantic, 11 second
long kiss. It was absolutely perfect in every way. I just winked at them and turned back to him. I kissed his
cheeks and then kissed him on the lips again, this time starting to make out a little. We kissed and made out
for the rest of the night until my friends warned us that my mom was here to pick me up. We hugged and then
went home for the night. That was the best night of me life!!!! Amelia Jeff and I had been dating just over a
month. He was the sweetest and most thoughtful boy I had ever met. One night in December, while out
looking at Christmas lights, Jeff professed his feelings and officially asked me to be his girlfriend. He then
proceeded to tell me that we could take things at whatever speed I wanted to, and that he only wish was that I
felt comfortable and safe with him is he not perfect, or what?! It was 1 am and Jeff was walking me back to
the dorm. It had been raining all evening, but it had stopped for a while. On our way back, the sky opened up
and we were soaked. We initially started to run back, but since we were already wet, decided to take our time.
I have never been a fan of PDA, so I grabbed his hand and led him around the back door of my dorm for us to
try our kiss one more time. Still raining, he pulled my body close to his and we shared a passionate kiss in the
rain. It was wonderfully awkward yet so special and a moment I will never forget. Aimee My first kiss was on
halloween this year and I am only twelve. We had talked about kissing before. I told him that i liked surprise
kisses. He replyed with a winky face. So we were in the fair. I could tell he was nervous, im sure I was more ,
and we were in line to wait to get on the farris weel. When we got on he sat across me. I know right wow. The
rest of the ride was awkward, well for me atleast. When the ride was over I walked away. Please, Iâ€¦ Iâ€¦ I
love you!
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Are you sure you want to delete this answer? Yes Sorry, something has gone wrong. Hi SD, Story of my first
french kiss? Well, I was a very timid guy all throughout high school and my first few years in college. Went
on a few dates after high school, but never passionately kissed a girl; nor had a GF We were sitting on the
couch in her living room after returning from a nice dinner at a local restaurant. I had never even held her hand
yet. I loved the soft warmth of our wet lips sucking on each other and the feeling of our tongues rubbing each
other, thought that the tiny fuzzy hairs on her cheeks were adorable, enjoyed the perfumed smell of her ears,
and savored the feel of her warm breath on my face. She was a fabulous kisser, and she made me feel exactly
like I was Tom Cruise After several months of serious dating, I loved her dearly. However, she started getting
more and more dissatisfied with me and told me so because I certainly did not look like Tom Cruise She began
complaining, started getting extremely difficult to please, expected me to constantly entertain her, rarely said
"thank you" for anything, and was becoming just plain rude. Several times as we were walking hand-in-hand
around a local mall or another public location The harder I tried to please her, the more she seemed to think
that I was a dimwitted, boring, unattractive, paste-eating dullard. It was as though she had literally transformed
into a completely different person. Slowly, it began to dawn on me that our relationship was doomed. I
decided that it was self-destructive and stupid to stay together with someone who seemed to enjoy being
arrogant, insulting, and cruel. So, after issuing a few blunt warnings which she laughed at I broke up with her.
Later, I ended up marrying the next girl I dated We now have a nice family with 2 daughters. Get to know
them first. It takes effort, empathy, and mutual respect on both sides of a relationship to make things work out.
Expecting one person to do everything and expecting one person to entertain like a circus clown is a recipe for
disaster. First impressions can be very deceiving. It might take a few months, but a sooner or later Out of
curiosity, I did look up my first GF on Facebook a few years ago Evidently, she continued her cruel ways and
the fact that she was a fabulous kisser did not manage keep around that guy, either How can you keep your
heart from getting trampled? Keep your panties on until you get married. Those are a few things to think
about, SD.
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